Final Quiz

Name: ___________________________   Date: ___________________________

For each question mark all answers that apply.

1. Intro: Which of the following are requirements to advance from Recognized to Certified?
   A) Sufficient evaluations with the PBIA
   B) Serving on a Certified Instructor's sub-committee.
   C) Passing Certified Instructor Course
   D) One year or more at Recognized level.
   E) Employment a Billiard room.

2. Intro: How many levels of Instructors are identified by the PBIA
   A) One
   B) Two
   C) Three
   D) Four
   E) Five

3. Video: The main objectives of using a video camera include:
   A) To give students visual feedback for evaluation
   B) To demonstrate aiming systems.
   C) To highlight problems and causes in cueing technique and mechanics.
   D) To highlight actual mechanics used by students.

4. Video: In using a video camera, you should:
   A) Always use the same camera angle for all students.
   B) Vary position of video depending on shot setup.
   C) Point out all the flaws found using the video camera.

5. Mechanics: Main objectives of the stance include:
   A) Consistent alignment on each shot.
   B) Minimizing body movement during the stroke.
   C) Ensuring that most of the player's weight is well forward.
   D) Putting the head in the correct place.

6. Mechanics: The main objectives of the grip include:
   A) Increasing the role of the hand for extra stroke.
   B) Minimizing tightness to encourage a smooth stroke.
   C) Aligning the wrist with the forearm for consistency.
   D) Permitting a slip stroke for those shots which require it.
7. Mechanics: The bridge hand should:
   A) Allow lateral movement during the stroke to vary the contact point.
   B) Have a gap between thumb and index finger for better alignment.
   C) Always be formed in the same way.
   D) Maintain as solid contact with the table as possible.

8. Mechanics: A good stroke should:
   A) Have a consistent pendulum swing from the shoulder.
   B) Follow through 9 inches or more.
   C) Have the same number of preliminary strokes.
   D) Swing back quickly with smooth acceleration.
   E) Have a straight follow through for side spin shots.

9. Basics: Which of the following increases "throw" the most?
   A) Cleaning the balls
   B) Finger prints
   C) Worn bed cloth
   D) Chalk marks
   E) Increasing cut angle between the balls

10. Basics: In using side spin (English), which of the following are true?
    A) Running English slows the speed of the cue ball during cushion contact.
    B) Reverse English reduces the speed of the cue ball during cushion contact.
    C) Striking a cue ball with English does not induce squirt.
    D) Squirt can be compensated for with the "aim-and-pivot" technique.
    E) A ball hitting a rail with no spin at all comes off the rail at the same angle and speed and with no spin.

11. Progressive Practice: The main objectives of Progressive Practice include:
    A) Improving your draw shots
    B) Improving your follow shots
    C) Testing intermediate and advanced players only
    D) Allowing precise pocketing percentage predictions
    E) Improving speed control

12. Progressive Practice: In progressive practice drills, which of the following are true?
    A) Drawing back to start point but no more than two diamonds is easier than drawing back past the starting point.
    B) Using a progress marker is necessary.
    C) The student should be encouraged to make his own drills.
    D) Bank shots are not well suited to Progressive Practice.